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Why do we need money?

If  you want to pay for things, what ways do you think of  doing that?

In cash, on credit, by cheque, by K-net ….., etc.



accounting
the action or process of  keeping financial accounts



confidentiality
where someone is trusted to keep private information a secret



economics
relating to trade; industry and the management of  money



insurance
an arrangement with a company in which you pay small amounts of  
money to guarantee loss of  property or damage



invest
to buy shares, property or goods because you hope the value will 
increase and you can make a profit



investment
the sum of  money invested to make a profit



loan
a thing that is borrowed especially a sum of  money that is 
expected to be paid back



management
the process of  dealing with or controlling things or people



!Choose	the	best	answer	from	a	,	b	,	c	,	and	d	:

1-	She's	in	her	third	year	of	………………………..	at	Kuwait		University.	
a.	transaction														b.	confidentiality																	c.	economics										d.	insurance	
		

2-The	relationship	between	the	lawyer	and	the	client	should	be	based	on……………….	
a.	transaction															b.	confidentiality																	c.	economics										d.	insurance	
		

3-The	bank’s	ATM	machine	is	so	slow	and	each	.....................takes	more	than	five	minutes.	
a.	transaction	 										b.	confidentiality																	c.	economics										d.	insurance	
		

4-	After	the	fire	,	they	were	able	to	rebuild	their	house	with	the	……………………	
a.	transaction														b.	confidentiality																	c.	economics											d.	insurance	
		
5.	He	got	a	bank………………….……….to	pay	for	the	new	car.	
a.	investment														b.	loan																																						c.		management					d.	accounting							

economics	

confidentiality	

transaction

	insurance

loan





fact opinion

I pay in cash. I prefer to use the credit card more often.

I use the credit card. I think the credit card is safer.

I pay by cheque. I think installment makes payment easier.





The qualities of a good Bank Manager 

 A bank manager should study economics, 

accounting or computer science. He should have a 

degree in business management. He needs to gain 

some leadership skills. A bank manager needs 

good communication skills. He must be honest 

and trustworthy and be able to respect 

confidentiality. He must demonstrate leadership 

qualities and motivate staff to meet targets. 
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a. A university degree  
b. Being honest and trustworthy 
c. Good communication skills  
d. Respecting confidentiality 
e. Demonstrating leadership qualities  
f. Motivating the staff  to meet targets

What are the characteristics of  a good bank 
manager? 





degree
overtime

greed



barter
to exchange(goods or services) for other goods or 
services without using money



transaction
an instance of  buying or selling something





a. What did people barter with in the past? 
(Barter = exchange things instead of  using money. 
Examples: animals, things they made, etc.)

animals, shells, beads, leather, corn, tobacco



b. When and where were the first coins made?

The first coins were made in Lydia in Turkey over 
two and a half  thousand years ago.



c. When and where were the first bank notes 
made?

The first bank notes were made in China 1200 years ago.



In parts of  Africa cowry shells were used as money until the middle of  the 20th century.

The first coins were made of  electrum.

The Chinese made paper money because they didn’t have enough copper.



The facts mentioned are: 
The first coins 
 The first paper money 
The Aztecs 
 The first cheque 
 Fils and Dinars
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Money 

What can money do?

 buy all what we need  buy food and shelter

freedom of  choices Enjoy life & entertainment

Start 
business

Have good social life

What can't money buy?

Family

friendship happiness

love health

peace



How can the wealthy help the poor?
They can improve the lives. 
They can build charity organizations to carry out a lot of  
philanthropic projects for them. 
They can offer them jobs, money, food, clothes,……..etc. 
They can offer them their basic human needs.



philanthropic
( of  a person or organisation ) donating money to good causes 
and promoting the welfare of  those indeed



charitable
relating to giving help to those in need



How can you become a billionaire?

 Being a billionaire is more than having a bunch of zeroes in 

your bank account. Investing money may be new to some, but it is 

not a barrier to becoming a billionaire. To become a billionaire, 

create opportunities, invest wisely and retain wealth. Normally, 

billionaires don't happen by accident. Be a billionaire by studying 

interest rates, tax brackets and dividends.



billionaire
someone who has assets more than a billion dollars or pounds  



inherit
to receive money, property from someone who has died



tax return
a form used to calculate the amount of  tax owed



Fill in the spaces with words from the list: 
tax return / charitable / inherited / billionaire 

1- Mr. Edward …………………..…………..……….  a fortune from his 
father who passed away last week. 

2- He started  ………….………………………….. work after retirement. 

3- He's written a piece of  software which calculates 
your……………………………….………………. 

inherited

charitable

tax return





a- Buffett’s fortune has been estimated in 2008 
at over $60 billion. 
b- undervalued stock 
c- $50,000 
d- $37 billion





Making a fortune

Buffett’s family



The largest charitable donation ever



amass

modest

foolish

immense

generous

5

1

6

3

4



Warren Buffett became the 
richest man in the world in 2008. 

Buffett used to buy undervalued 
stock to make money.

Buffet lives a fairly modest life and 
doesn’t spend his money on extravagant 
possessions.

The amount he is giving to charity 
could go up or down.



Over to you

Yes, they should give them a hand to live 
normally. They should give them money, food 
and clothes. They can find jobs for them and 
offer them their basic human needs.



Money management is necessary in our life. How 
can that be achieved?

We should spend our money carefully. We must buy 
what we need only. We need not to waste money.

Imagine that you became a millionaire, what would you do?

I would help the poor. I would do my best to 
please people around me. 



Thank you
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complimentary
something given for free



login
a process of  starting a computer system  



tax
an obligatory payment to the government, used to pay 
for public services  



Grammar reference  
Student’s Book pages 132-133









a- You shouldn’t carry lots of money around with you. 
b - You mustn’t take things from shops without paying. 
c - You don’t have to pay for these drinks. They’re complimentary. 
d- If you earn money, you have to pay tax. 
e-  You should put your money in a bank. 
f - You must use a personal login for the bank website.





!Choose	the	best	answer	from	a	,	b	,	c	and	d	:

1.	These	books	are	complimentary.	You……………………….…………pay	for	them.	
a.	must	 	 b.	should	 	 c.	don't	have	to	 	 d.	have	to	
		

2.	You………………………be	more	careful	with	your	savings.	
a.	mustn't	 	 b.	must	 	 c.	can’t	 	 	 d.	shouldn't	
		

3.	You……………………..drive	someone's	car	without	asking	them	first.	
a.	should	 	 b.	mustn't	 	 c.	must	 	 	 d.	have	to	
		

4.	He	………………..…..see	the	doctor	,	he	looks	terrible.	
a.	don't	have	to	 b.	must	 	 c.	shouldn't	 	 	 d.	mustn't	
		

5.	My	boss	needs	this	report	immediately.	I………………………finish	it	now.	
a.	can’t	 	 b.	mustn't	 	 c.	don't	have	to	 	 d.	have	to

c.	don't	have	to

b-	must

b-	mustn’t

b-	must

d-have	to



Reported speech 
1. Reported speech



Reported speech 
 Grammar reference page 133-135













A local bank manager said that when he had left school he started working in a bank as a clerk, to 

earn money for his family. He worked hard and was eventually promoted, but because he didn’t 

have a degree he had to take professional examinations. He said that one of  his biggest regrets was 

not going to university. He would like to study economics, accounting or computer science, and a 

degree in business management would really help his career. However, he said that he thought it 

takes more than a university education to be a successful bank manager.
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!Choose	the	best	answer	from	a	,	b	,	c	and	d	:

1. She ………..… that she had been waiting for the bus when he arrived. 
a- says  b- said  c- saying   d- say 

  

2. Mary said she …………………… chocolate. 
a- loved  b- love  c- loves   d- loving 
  

3. She asked us if we ……………………………Angela. 
a. meet  b- meets  c- meeting   d- had met 

  
4. He asked us ………………… Mark had passed all of his exams. 
a. if   b- that  c- not to   d- to 
  

5. He warned me ………….……..tell lies.  
to   b- not to  c- so as to    d- that 

said

loved

had met

if

not to



auction
public sale in which goods or property are sold to highest 
 



shipping
the transport of  goods by sea or other means  



1. In many countries , citizens have to pay a yearly …………… upon their income for public 

services.  

2. If you want to get a bargain , we can go to see a/an ………..............……….. where a big collection 

of articles are available.  

3. I think that ……………….………. will be badly affected in our seaports because of bad weather 

conditions.  

4. Government should take responsibilities to ensure ………………….………….……….. education up to 

higher secondary level. 

tax

auction

shipping

complimentary

Fill in the spaces with words from the list:

tax - auction - complimentary - shipping





Sell your first item now! List: 
Item title 
Item description & history 
How you would like to be paid 
Shipping methods



b. Work in pairs. Ask and answer questions about the objects.



Adjective + to + verb is a common pattern in English. 

It’s hard to imagine the world without money. 
It’s difficult to guess what will happen. 
It’s impossible to do this project in 24 hours. 
It’s important to take a break twice a day. 
It’s exciting to be here.

Adjectives + to +verb



what will happen at the end of  the movie.

that my brother could invent a machine.

Physic.

a friend like you.





Correct the underlined mistakes in the following sentences:

1- My father didn't used to delay his work; therefore, the 
boss promoted his at once. 

2- I had my phone fix last week and now it looks newly.

use
him

fixed
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Asynchronous 3





1 be able to

2 couldn’t

3 must

4 could

5 can’t

6 must

7 be able to

8 mustn’t

9 couldn’t

10 being able to

11 mustn’t

12 can



Do you agree

I believe / I think that
I think that / I believe

consider

do you think

In my opinion
hard to imagine

difficult to interact

I don’t know about that
easy to interact



Money is everywhere! People even utter 
expressions using this word. Although most 
of us agree that money is the root of all 
evil, we couldn’t care less about this fact. 
On top of this, although we care a lot for 
money, most of us can’t stop ourselves 
from throwing our money around. Isn’t it 
ironic? I believe that we should not give 
money too much importance and should 
spend it appropriately.



lucky be
easy wake up

difficult understand

hard lift
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" Money talks " Explain this proverb .

It means that money can control our lives and 
gives us a wide range of  choices.



evil
very bad, harmful or wicked



extinct
( of  species , family or other large group ) having no living members



gross
to produce or earn an amount of  money as total profit or income



profit
a financial gain , especially the difference between the 
amount



achievement





Put the three choices in your ideal order. 

A new bird 
sanctuary

A new 
 hotel

A new study 
centre



Pay for the building of  
 a new sanctuary for  
a bird that is nearly 
extinct in Kuwait.

Who has chosen the bird sanctuary? 
How can you invest it? 



Pay for the building of   
a new study centre at  

your school.

Who has chosen the study centre? 
How can you invest it? 



Buy a hotel in your town 
which is losing money. If  you 
make it a success you could 
gross a profit for yourself.

Who has chosen the hotel? 
How can you invest it? 



Save birds from 
extinction

Make a lot of  
money

We wouldn’t save 
money

We wouldn’t have 
profits



The bird sanctuary is the first choice of  speaker A.

The study centre is the first choice of  speaker B.

The hotel is the first choice of  speaker C.





affluent
having a great deal of  money; wealthy



in this sense
a way in which an expression or situation can 
be interpreted



generosity
the quality of  being kind and sharing



spur
to encourage





paragraphs 2-3 – ideas which answer Yes
paragraph 1 – the main idea
final paragraph – the writer’s own opinions
paragraph 4 – ideas which answer No



Money sometimes spurs criminal behavior. It can lead to 
wars among countries. It causes problems among people.

Yes, I totally agree because family, love and health are 
more important than money.





Buying all what we need Having freedom of choices 
Having good social life It can’t buy friendship, happiness, love, 

health or peace.

Investing money Using money properly 

Helping the poor Buying what we need only 

Conclusion: money	is	a	bless;	if	it	is	earned,	invested	and	spent	
carefully,		
	 it	will	reward	the	individuals,	their	families	and	society,	if	it	is	not,	it	

will	be	a	curse. 

 Introduction:  Money isn’t an end by itself by a means to higher values.

Body 1  : What can money do and what cant money buy?

Body 2 : Money management is necessary.



Money isn’t an end by itself by a means to higher values. This means that 
money can buy all what we need. But, it can be a curse. We need to spend money 
carefully and save it for the future.  

Is money the key to everything? We need money to buy all our basic needs like 
food, house, clothes and medicine. However, I think that many things in life 
cannot be bought by money. For example, we cannot buy happiness, friendship 
and love as they are totally free. Also, family and friends are more important than 
money.  

  

Money management is necessary. We must invest it and save it for a rainy day. 
We should buy what we need only and spend it carefully. Money is not always a 
bless. sometimes it leads to wars among countries. It leads to hate among people 
as well. For these reasons money should never be our master, on the contrary, it 
should be our servant.  

To sum up, money is a bless; if it is earned, invested and spent carefully, it will 
reward the individual, their families and society, if it is not it will be a curse. We 
should use money wisely and give some money to the poor and help them live a 
normal life. It is said that “If you help the poor, you are lending to the Lord— and 
he will repay you!”
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I believe; In my opinion



I agree with this



I really think that 
 To me 
 I firmly believe that



‘Money talks” means that rich people have great 
influence because simply they have a lot of  money. 
Money gives wealthy people great power to get things 
done or get one’s own way. Money has a strong effect 
on people’s actions and decisions. 



Money is not a goal, it’s a consequence of  success. 

 In my point of  view, money is so important to buy things we 
need and live a good life. However, money can’t buy happiness. 
Money is not the only source of  power in life. Money is an 
important tool for achieving our goals, realizing our dreams, and 
making day-to-day living easier. It can buy us bigger homes, better 
cars, more vacations, and other things that will make life more 
comfortable. However, it should not be your life  goal. Money 
should not be the driving force that makes you work hard day and 
night.



             Money is the medium used by people to buy required goods or 
services. It is used as the source to fulfill basic needs as well as source 
of  comfort in life. Money is the most important source to live a healthy 
life; however, it cannot be compared with the importance of  love and 
care. Both have their own importance and benefits.  
     I believe that we need money everywhere such as to eat food, to 
drink water or milk, to watch TV, news, subscribe to a newspaper, wear 
clothes, get admission and many more requirements. I think that 
money can help people reach their goals quickly, but this doesn’t mean 
we always rely on money. According to me, money isn’t an end in itself, 
but it’s a means to an end. 
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Asynchronous 3





1 be able to

2 couldn’t

3 must

4 could

5 can’t

6 must

7 be able to

8 mustn’t

9 couldn’t

10 being able to

11 mustn’t

12 can



Do you agree

I believe / I think that
I think that / I believe

consider

do you think

In my opinion
hard to imagine

difficult to interact

I don’t know about that
easy to interact



Money is everywhere! People even utter 
expressions using this word. Although most 
of us agree that money is the root of all 
evil, we couldn’t care less about this fact. 
On top of this, although we care a lot for 
money, most of us can’t stop ourselves 
from throwing our money around. Isn’t it 
ironic? I believe that we should not give 
money too much importance and should 
spend it appropriately.



lucky be
easy wake up

difficult understand

hard lift
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It evokes Kuwait's rich culture heritage. It is a symbol of 
political representation within Kuwait. It houses Kuwait's 
Parliament. It also houses the offices of Kuwait's leaders. 







!Choose	the		right	option:

1.	We	go	to	the	library	………………..……..we	need	to	increase	our	general	knowledge. 
a-	because	 	 b-	although	 	 	 c-	though	 	 d-	whereas 
	 

2.	She	didn’t	play	music………………………….she	was	ill.	 	 	  
a-	but	 	 	 b-	although	 	 	 c-	as	 	 	 d-	whereas 
	 

3-	…………………………………she	did	her	best,	she	got	very	low	marks.		 	  
a-	But		 	 b-	Although	 	 	 c-	As	 	 	 d-	Whereas 
	 
4-	We	are	very	happy	for	you	to	stay	at	our	house	……………………	you	like. 
a-	but	 	 	 b-	although	 	 	 c-	while	 	 d-	as	long	as	

because

as

Although

as	long	as	





Do	as	required:

1)	She	was	beautiful.	She	wasn't	attractive.		 			 (use	:Although)				
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

2)	In	spite	of	having	an	exam	,	she	doesn't	study	.	 (Use:	although)					
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
3)	Fatma	goes	to	London	every	summer	but	she	has	never	been	to	Hyde	Park.	
																																											(Use	:	Despite	)									
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…4	)	Khaled	succeeded	in	the	exams	but	he	looks	unhappy.		(Use:	Despite	)									
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Although	she	was	beautiful,	she	wasn't	attractive.	

Although	she	has	an	exam,	she	doesn’t		study.	

Despite	going	to	London	every	summer,	Fatma	has	never	been	to	Hyde	Park.	

Despite	his	success	in	the	exams,	Khaled	looks	unhappy.	



Asynchronous 4 Progress Test 3 WB P 
70-71-72-73-74-75



1-sun 
2- in 
3- people’s  
4- firelight 
5- came 
6- for 
7- were  
8- streams 
9- by 
10- clothes 
11- lot  
12- there were  
13- stereos  
14- your  
15- families 
16- board  
17- milk , cheese  
18- fresh. This  
19- sell  
20- good old 





Not man made 

Not a use of water

Not a past tense of a verb

Not only used for listening , but also for watching

Not a regular plural of a noun  

Not a four letter word 

Not a noun

Not a dairy project



_
_
_

_
_
_

_
_
_

_
_
_

_
_
_

_
_
_

___
___

___
__

_
_

___
__



_
_ _

__
_
_
_

__
_ _

_
_
_



Can
can

have been able to can
can’t
could

should
mustn’t

don’t have to 

shouldn’t'



informal
dishonest

impatient

illegal

unreliable



heavy smoker

strong     position

heavy     heart

heavy clouds

strong     belief



1- technology
2-  use
3- computers
4-  social 
5- survive

a- know
b- suggest

c- believe
d- imagine
e- think



a- As far as I know Water 
Power is not polluted as oil.

b- I feel strongly that winter is more pleasant 
than summer.

C- Without doubt travelling by air is more comfortable and mor 
fun than travelling by land

d- It is probably that robots will do the works women hate. 

e- In my opinion life nowadays is much 
better than life in the past.



will have muscles’ cramps.

will be ready for the exams.

will apply it.

will reply you asap.

will give you a present.

will change the ink cartridge.



E-mails and text messages are used.
Information is collected mainly on the 
internet.

Lessons are given in a classroom using 
laptops and projectors.

Towns and cities have malls.

By areophane 

libraries letters
hand horse

boat
cities





 Every time we have a family party, it seems like my parents, 
and my aunts and uncles start talking about the “good old days.” As I 
sit there, I wonder “Why were the good old days so good?”  

 Well, I began thinking about this and I seem to understand. The 
first thing that most parents or older people tend to mention is the 
fact that they had no worries. Another thing that I noticed was the 
fact that they had little or no technology and Lastly, everything back 
then was much cheaper.

A model topic



 When anyone thinks about the past, they get this idea of a kid 
with no worries in the world. This is really the truth. Kids do not 
have any major worries in their life. As I continue to grow, I take 
on more responsibilities and with these comes the stress linked to 
them. 

 Another thing that popped into my mind when I thought of 
the good old days was the fact that there was little or no 
technology. This made life much more different than the life that 
we have today which is based on technology. Today basically 
everyone has a cell phone and when someone doesn't have a cell 
phone with them, they feel like they are missing something. It is 
starting to become part of our lifestyle if it hasn't already. 



 Although all this technology has its ups, I honesty think that a 

life without technology would be much better. Technology has 

made people extremely lazy. Instead of going over to someone's 

house to visit him, you just call their cell phone or text them. Many 

other things have changed dramatically. Finally, I prefer to call 

those days ‘Golden days” instead of “ good old days”.



I used to play very simple games. I used to walk for long distances.

I can help my parents at home.  I can make great projects. 

I hope I will be able to travel to space. I hope i will be able to end pollution

I hope I will be able to travel to space. I hope i will be able to end pollution

I can help people from the bottom of my heart, and I feel happy when I 
convey happiness to others.



Ss’ Feedback


